Brunswick SuperSpeed Cushions:
40% more consistent.
®

Brunswick SuperSpeed® Cushions
equation for success:
Larger Rubber Cushion

+
Canvas Vulcanized to Rubber

Brunswick tables
play better
on the outside…

+
Automated Precision Mounting to Rail
The track of the ball rebounding
off Brunswick SuperSpeed
Cushions was 40% more consistent
than that of a leading competitor.

An independent test* confirmed what billiard
players have known for decades about the
consistency of Brunswick SuperSpeed
Cushions. In the test, a mechanical device
made the exact same 3-cushion bank shot 41
times against Brunswick and competitive
cushions. The variance of the track of the
ball was measured and the consistency
calculated and compared. The track of the
ball rebounding off Brunswick SuperSpeed
Cushions was 40% more consistent than that
of a leading competitor.

=
True Shot.

Brunswick: The name on the outside means
quality on the inside.
For more than 150 years, Brunswick has been the most recognized name in billiards. The reason
for that is simple. Behind the Brunswick name is a total commitment to quality that stretches
back to the first tables build by John Brunswick in 1845. The quality shows itself in the superb
playability and accuracy of Brunswick tables. In their craftsmanship. And in their styling. Used
in more major tournaments around the world than those of any other company, Brunswick tables
are the standard of the industry and are clearly the leader in resale value. Brunswick offers the
largest product line with attractive options for almost any decor. Delivery is never a problem
because a Brunswick table ships disassembled in boxes, which are designed to fit in any house.
For information on Brunswick’s product line, including home and commercial tables, cues, balls
and accessories, see your Authorized Brunswick Billiards Dealer or visit us at our website.

Discover the 12 hidden
differences that add up
to better playability and

Note: The features described in this brochure can be found in most Brunswick solid wood tables.

greater value.

* Independent test conducted by University of Wisconsin, 1995.
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Brunswick Certified Slate.
There is no better playing surface for a
pool table than slate, and no other pool
table manufacturer knows more about
slate than Brunswick. Only the finest
quality slate, obtained from select
Brazilian and Italian sources, is
exactingly manufactured to meet
Brunswick’s strict quality standards.
Every piece of Brunswick slate meets
rigid BCA specifications, is certified to
offer exceptional playability, and comes
with a lifetime warranty. Although there
are many types of slate, the essential
element in slate quality is flatness.
Flatness is achieved through a precise art
of machining and curing—a process
constantly monitored by Brunswick
professionals. In fact, Brunswick slate is
100% tested for flatness before it can earn
the Brunswick lifetime warranty and
certification.

…because they’re built better on the inside.
Discover how the 12 hidden differences in Brunswick tables add up to better playability and greater value.

1 Exclusive Brunswick High
Performance Nut Platesm fastens
the cushions, rails and slate together
with at least 70% more torque than
standard T-nuts used by competitors.
Components are so tightly bound they
perform as a single unit.

2 For greater stability, washers attach
directly to the hard slate, while in
competitive tables they dig into wood.

3 A careful blend of cotton canvas of the right
weave and weight is vulcanized into the top and
back surfaces of the rubber to control ball
penetration and deliver accurate rebound angles.

4 Automated production equipment
bonds the rubber to the rails at precisely
the right location with a high, even
pressure and no chance of human error.

5 Nose height is consistent all around
the table. The height matches the
optimum of 64% of the diameter of the
2 1⁄4 inch ball.

Legendary SuperSpeed®
Cushion performance.
Recognized the world over for superior
rebound, accuracy and consistency,
Brunswick SuperSpeed Cushions are
formed using automated equipment
which bonds the rubber to the rails for
a precision fit that doesn’t vary. The
optimal nose height, determined through
years of study, is the same at every point
around the table. Specially selected
canvas is vulcanized into the top and
back surfaces of the rubber to control
ball penetration into the cushion. The
controlled penetration increases the
accuracy of the rebound angle and
preserves the english applied to the ball
by the player.

Rigid foundation for play.
A well engineered base frame is
absolutely essential for a great playing
table. Inside every Brunswick table you’ll
find our 150-year-old reputation for
quality, in tandem with state-of-the art
manufacturing techniques. While some
manufacturers utilize a longitudinal
center beam to counteract the danger
of sagging or spreading, the uniquely
designed Brunswick base frame consists
of two cross supports so expertly crafted
that an additional center beam is not
required. Delivering a lifetime of strength
and stability, this innovative design is just
one of the many unique features built into
every Brunswick pool table—America’s
#1 playing table.

6 Brunswick rails are solid wood, and
are thicker than those on competitive
tables for stability and accuracy.

12 Brunswick’s high standards for
product integrity are exactingly applied
to every detail of the table, including
the slate. Brunswick slate is diamond
honed, precision machined and leveled
to within 1/100 of an inch.

7 The cloth is stapled into a relief of
the wood to avoid interference with
precision cushion height and to ensure
flat contact with the slate.

A lifetime of legendary quality

11 Every piece of wood is kiln dried,
stained and sealed to keep out humidity.
A multi-step finishing process assures a
beautiful, long-lasting appearance.

10 Brunswick tables are assembled
with more hardware than competitors’
tables, ensuring rock-solid stability.
Greater strength is achieved by the use
of machine nuts and bolts construction
at key locations necessary for assembly
and disassembly.

9 Dove tail joint assembly and thicker
wood beams mean greater frame
strength and consistent play.

8 The frame base wood is cut in two
and joined with opposing grains to
increase strength.

A Brunswick table is more than mere wood and
slate. By paying attention to the details—the hidden
differences—Brunswick tables have become
known around the world as masterpieces of original
design and craftsmanship, and the most prestigious
name in billiards.
Every Brunswick table is a timeless
tribute to excellence in design and
workmanship. Proud to stand behind
every product that carries the Brunswick name,
Brunswick tables are guaranteed for a lifetime.
Please read all terms and conditions of the warranty.

